Vision: Slow Triangle: Meeting 1 - Notes
Thursday, Jun 23, 2022, 7pm
Harvey Milk Rec Center
This was an open meeting to the public. With invitations made via email and public posters.
Attendance:
Erik, Hans, Bob, Martine, Miles Karen Leah Joey,(Frank virtually)
Introductions:
● Hans asks if people have followed the earlier conversations and Berkeley research last
year on the topic , they have.
● Vision Slow Triangle – not about excluding cars.
● Last year 3 UCB student groups studied the triangle. doing traffic counts, reports of areas
to be improved. Important pain points were bulbous garden refresh and intersections at
Duboce and Sanchez, Noe and 14th, Sanchez and 14th.
● Mandelman neighborhood walks – “give us something to ask for a budget.”
● With the support of Professor Zach Lamb at Berkeley DTNA found two student interns to
work on a participatory study about– how do we define vision slow triangle? What
matters to us?
● Purpose of this meeting is to get neighborhood input on these values we establish in this
group to guide the design.
● Martine – city planning and architecture masters, doesn’t drive, inspired to see what the
neighborhood is doing.
● Bob (DTNA VP) – Beaver Street – Wants to work on outreach to get more members
involved.
● Karen – Noe Street – Former Board member (late 80s). Is all for a calm Noe.
● Joe Scalini – Noe and 14th. 34 years in hood finally retired, neighborhood has changed a
lot, mostly for the good, wants to contribute to next steps.
● Leah – Walter Street (Noe and Sanchez and Duboce and 14th. 11 year old deaf pug. Don’t
own a car, cyclist, and greening.
● Miles – Parent with an 8 and 10 year old 15th Street above Market. Moved here 18 years
ago, love increase in density (new buildings), gave up car 7 years ago. Help to educate
his kids and others how to live without a car, build a neighborhood that works for that.
● Hans – Noe Street – 10 years in ‘hood. helped count empty tree wells. 10 years without a
car in Beijing, but needs one here
● Frank thanks everyone for participating, inspired for all the surprise consequences and
benefits that will come from our ideas.

1. Visioning Exercise (30 min) - Erik
For each, 1-2 minutes writing on post-its, break into groups of four or fewer (each facilitated by
Hans, Eugene, Martine, Erik (and Frank if 5 groups).
For each, 4-5 minutes internal group discussion, then
10-15 minutes report-outs
Vision DT2080 - If everything you hope for came true, what would the Triangle look like in 60
years?
Group 1 Discussion Notes
● Sanchez Street needs a lot of work, “like night and day” compared to Noe
● need more crosswalks and fix blind corners
● More Trash Cans, junk removal services, address illegal dumping
● 14th st between Sanchez and Noe needs wider sidewalks
● No through traffic, only people with destination on the triangle should be allowed
through
● Historical efforts -> Parklets + Bulbouts in Neighborhood, preventing major throughway
etc - what would activists in the 70s think of the neighborhood today?
● The wiggle watershed project
● Car free wiggle
Group 2 Discussion Notes
● Equitable access is important. Especially the elderly need access to apartments.
Sometimes that’s difficult if no parking available in front of their houses. Curb cuts and
smoot sidewalks for handicapped access is important
● Grade changes to slow down cars - speed bumps and raised crosswalks.
● Autonomous vehicles. People will respond to them differently. Example Uber double
parking made people angry. Will Auronomous Cars that observe traffic limits cause
unintended behaviors from other cars, eg reckless overtaking.
● Community spaces are important. Maybe more people will be working from home?
● Can public spaces be used for communal benefits like solar energy generation, farming
etc.
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Vision DT2080 Part II - Equity - If the Triangle was able to become an equitable space in 60
years, how would that be manifested in the vision you laid out above?
● Hans mentioned that the purpose is to recognize that - like our predecessors during the
FACE program - the decisions we make today will have an impact on later generations.
In addition to considering our hopes and needs today we should think ahead and make
sure the needs of later generations who may not be present today will be appropriately
serviced.
Definition - equity vs. equality:
● Equality means each individual or group of people is given the same resources or
opportunities. Equity recognizes that each person has different circumstances and
allocates the resources and opportunities needed to reach equal outcomes.
Some lenses by Erik:
● Mobility equity - At different points in their lives Triangle residents might travel via
stroller, on foot, by bicycle, electric scooter, car (autonomous or otherwise), in a
wheelchair, or using a cane or walker. How can people of all mobility levels and using
various types of conveyances have access to all community spaces in 2080?
● Racial equity - The Triangle was at one point a predominantly Native American
neighborhood, then a predominantly Latino neighborhood, then a predominantly Black
neighborhood, then a predominantly gay neighborhood, then a predominantly white and
straight neighborhood. How can all of these histories and peoples and groups be welcome
and incorporated in 2080?
● Class equity - The Triangle has lots of wealthy folks in it (homeowners, for example), but
the neighborhood includes several low-income buildings, as well as low-income
inclusionary units in mixed income buildings, as well as renters on a fixed income, as
well as unhoused residents. How will people of all income levels feel welcome in all
community spaces in 2080?
● Environmental Equity - Some folks in the neighborhood have access to clean cool air in
temperature-controlled buildings, or large backyards with extensive plantings, or
panoramic views, whereas others have none of those. The neighborhood is also home to
large numbers of nonhuman residents (pets and wildlife). How can our public spaces
strive for equitable uses of residential and public space resources by all residents by
2080?
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Workshop Post-Its - Transcripts - Vision 2080
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

Cars as invitees to the slow streets, not dominating them
No thru traffic, local traffic/cars only
Crosswalks on every corner, more traffic controls, colorful crosswalks
Develop Sanchez like Noe, green/clean / Trash Receptacles
More Bublouts with dining, commercial spaces (L’Ardoise) More roadspace for walking
- wider sidewalks and less parking.
Lighting making everyone (women?) feel safe. Without light pollution
Full tree canopy throughout triangle
More trees (like it was) and more plants
Need for stimulation
○ Activities
○ Exercise
○ Social
○ We’ll be here more home time/more leisure
Cronos engaged in multiple activities across the whole block
Equity for mobility challenged means car access is vital
Better community spaces in the triangle
○ Coffee houses
○ Hotel
○ Better use of Harvey Milk Center / CPMC
Raised crosswalks, curb cuts for wheelchairs, strollers, old dogs
Smooth sidewalks so everyone can travel safely
Ways to accommodate elderly, less able bodied
○ Priority parking for those in need
○ Pebble Street disabled
Connected, protected bike routes through the triangle and improved muni tracks to
prevent falls
Clear seating areas to allow congregation, discourage loitering,
○ Eyes on the street
○ Translucent street (?)
○ Active Streets
What do autonomous vehicles companies think . this need to be considered for road use?
How will our behavior need to be adjusted?
Can the public realm be used for other purposes?
○ Solar
○ Farming
○ Community resources
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2. Case Studies (30 min) - Problems / Solutions / Implementation
-

Martine said she didn’t come up with own ideas. This just to be presenting case studies of
possibilities and we can tell her based on our values what we want/don’t want.

-

Highlight equity conversation (who is benefitting, who is not) and trade offs.

-

Global Case Study Presentation
● Barcelona Superblocks (successful program – adding 20 more)
○ People responded well to the idea of resident access for each superblock
only, but maintaining parking availability w/ close proximity to home is
important
● Living Streets - Dutch Woonerf & UK Homezones
○ Allows for cars, but slowed down with paving patterns, grade changes. A
little driver confusion turned out good because it slows traffic down,
makes it safer.
○ It also increased social interaction
○ It Activated intersections with painting/ paving theme. We have some of
the best public transit in the city, so maybe it is possible. People liked this.
Local (SF) Case Studies
● Sunday Streets
○ People had experience with this and had attended before. Emphasis on
supporting vendors and small businesses, especially during pandemic but
would still be useful.
○ Liked them and also liked the idea of more permanent interventions
○ Also about encouraging play and other activities (bulb-outs could be mini
versions)
● Green Benefits District (Dogpatch)
○ People were into street lighting project and this scale of intervention
○ Co-benefits e.g. storm water retention
UC Berkeley Student Proposals in 2021
● Public Space Activation
○ Curved sts to create space for exercise on Belcher st
○ At Henry and Noe a turn right only intersection and utilize paving patterns
and gathering space
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○ Creating an identity for the neighborhood that extends to the paving
patterns and indicates different uses
● People liked the idea of ‘branding’ the neighborhood and adding in
wayfinding - also as part of historical recognition and equity
conversation
● Traffic Calming
○ 14th and sanchez winding s shaped roads
○ Medians and traffic circles
○ Defined and protected bike lanes

3. Distillation / Synthesis Exercise
● Group post-its into topical areas to identify key design values
● We talked about the balance between happy neighborhood spaces and pass through
traffic. A traffic study may be needed for major changes. We celebrated the midnight
runners who came down Noe Street last night – 100s down Noe Street).
● Green Benefits district in Dogpatch – fun street lighting. Manny Yezekiel did this in
about 12 streets in the city, we should contact him. We talked about wayfinders and
neighborhood history – income-based shopping at the farmers’ market. How can we fund
businesses and amenities that will also serve all neighborhood groups?
● Discuss next steps to evaluate existing conditions (e.g. parking survey) and address
concerns
○ Martine showed some student projects that reimagined Belcher, some paving
patterns and branding of the Triangle.
○ Need to have some signage or street markings – nieghborhood needs more of an
identity.
○ Looked at 14th Street median idea, too, and traffic circles.
4. Introduce Meeting 2
● Explained Charette exercise and ask people to come prepared with ideas/inspiration (e.g.
photos, newspaper clippings)
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